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Abstract

Rationale. High body mass and obesity are frequently linked to the use of sedentary media, like
television (TV) or non-active video games. Empirical evidence regarding video gaming, however,
has been mixed, and theoretical considerations explaining a relationship between general screen
time and body mass may not generalize to non-active video gaming. Objective. The current metaanalysis had two main goals. First, we wanted to provide an estimate of the average effect size of
the relationship between sedentary video gaming and body mass. In doing so we acknowledged
several context variables to gauge the stability of the average effect. Second, to provide additional
evidence on processes, we tested the displacement effect of physical activity by video gaming time
with the help of a meta-analytic structural equation model. Method. Published and unpublished
studies were identified through keyword searches in different databases and references in relevant
reports were inspected for further studies. We present a random-effects, three-level meta-analysis
based on 20 studies (total N = 38,097) with 32 effect sizes. Results. The analyses revealed a small
positive relationship between non-active video game use and body mass, 𝜌̂ = .09, 95% CI [.03,
.14], indicating that they shared less than 1% in variance. The studies showed significant
heterogeneity, Q (31) = 593.03, p < .001, I² = 95.13. Moderator analyses revealed that the
relationship was more pronounced for adults, 𝜌̂ = .22, 95% CI [.04, .40], as compared to
adolescents, 𝜌̂ = .01, 95% CI [-.21, .23], or children, 𝜌̂ = .09, 95% CI [-.07, .25]. Meta-analytic
structural equation modeling found little evidence for a displacement of physical activity through
time spent on video gaming. Conclusion. These results do not corroborate the assumption of a
strong link between video gaming and body mass as respective associations are small and primarily
observed among adults.

Keywords: video gaming, online gaming, body mass, body weight, meta-analysis
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Introduction

Next to TV, streaming media, and social networking sites, video gaming is one of the most popular
pastime activities among adolescents and adults (Lenhart, Smith, Anderson, Duggan, & Perrin,
2015). A hobby reserved for computer geeks has turned into a multibillion-dollar industry, with a
total of $36 billon spent by consumers in 2017 (Entertainment Software Association, 2018). At the
same time, worldwide obesity has nearly tripled in recent decades (World Health Organization,
2017). Given the health consequences of obesity, the debate on causes and correlates of overweight
has gained momentum (e.g., Flegal, Kit, Orpana, & Graubard, 2013; Hobbs, Griffiths, Green,
Christensen, & McKenna, 2019; Joslyn & Haider-Markel, 2019). Video gaming has been widely
discussed as one leisure activity that is positively associated with body mass and overweight (e.g.,
Borland, 2011; Inchley, Currie, Jewell, Breda, & Barnekow, 2017; Mazur et al., 2018). Empirical
findings on the popular form of non-active video games (i.e., games that are played while sitting in
front of a screen, sedentary video games), however, have been mixed. While some studies found
positive associations between the intensity of playing sedentary games and indicators of
overweight, such as body mass index (BMI) (Martinovic et al., 2015; Siervo, Cameron, Wells, &
Lara, 2014), others found no relationship (e.g., Bickham, Blood, Walls, Shrier, & Rich, 2013;
Scharrer & Zeller, 2014). Given these conflicting findings and the substantial interest in the topic by
parents, teachers, health professionals, legislators, and the general public, our aim was to provide a
meta-analytic summary on the relationship between playing non-active video games and body mass.
General Screen Time and Body Mass
Media use is often blamed for causing overweight, especially the use of screen-based media, like
TV and video gaming (cf. Hingle & Kunkel, 2014; Rogers, 2016). Most previous studies did not
differentiate between video gaming and TV or other screen-based leisure activities. General screen
time was found to be a predictor of higher body mass in a number of studies (Banks, Jorm, Rogers,
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Clements, & Bauman, 2011; Buchanan et al., 2016; Maher, Olds, Eisenmann, & Dollman, 2012;
Mitchell, Rodriguez, Schmitz, & Audrain-McGovern, 2013), but the available evidence
summarized in systematic reviews is still somewhat inconclusive. Whereas Marshall, Biddle,
Gorely, Cameron, and Murdey (2004), as well as Foulds, Rodgers, Duncan, and Ferguson (2015)
identified a significant relationship between TV viewing and indicators of fat mass among children
and youth, others found no substantial associations (Chinapaw, Proper, Brug, van Mechelen &
Singh, 2011; van Ekris et al., 2016). Importantly, there is a lack of recent meta-analytic evidence for
links between body mass and specific screen-based activities other than TV use.
Several mechanisms are discussed that might explain the potential relationship between
body mass and screen time. First, physical activities may be displaced by the time spent with
sedentary media use, resulting in lower energy expenditure (e.g., Buchanan et al., 2016; Robinson
et al., 2017). A second mechanism is increased energy intake due to consuming high caloric foods
and drinks in front of the screen (e.g., Ford, Ward, & White, 2012; Pearson & Biddle, 2011). Third,
researchers have argued that the influence of screen time on eating and drinking behavior is due to
the effects of advertising for high-calorie products (Binder, Naderer, & Matthes, 2019; Harris,
Bargh, & Brownell, 2009; McGinnis, Gootman, & Kraak, 2006; Robinson & Matheson, 2015). A
fourth link between screen time and body mass could be sleep. Higher amounts of screen time were
found to be associated with shorter sleep duration (Hale & Guan, 2015). Sleep deprivation, in turn,
may cause weight gain due to hormone changes, stronger feelings of hunger, more frequent choices
for high calorie foods, and snacks between mealtimes (Fatima, Doi, & Mamun, 2015; Miller,
Lumeng, & LeBourgeois, 2015; Magee & Hale, 2012). Finally, reversing the causal perspective, the
relative attractiveness of screen media may increase with an individual’s body mass, as alternative
activities such as sports and other social activities appear more demanding and less attractive due to
physiological and psychological challenges.
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A Special Case for Video Gaming?
The literature on screen time is heavily based on TV as the oldest screen medium. Usage patterns,
however, have shifted towards computer-based activities (e.g., Inchley et al., 2017) and
mechanisms discussed as underlying the screen time – body mass linkage might apply differently to
video games. TV and video games are two different activities and there are some theoretical
considerations that might explain diverging relationships between body mass and video gaming
versus body mass and general screen time/TV.
First, evidence on the time displacement hypothesis is inconclusive for video gaming
(Pearson, Braithwaite, Biddle, van Sluijs, & Atkin, 2014), thus, it remains unclear whether the time
spent on playing video games comes at the expense of offline activities, such as sports. Second,
despite the sedentary nature, playing video games can be more activating than watching TV. People
playing sedentary video games showed higher energy expenditure than people resting (Barkley &
Penko, 2009; Lanningham-Foster et al., 2006; Penko & Barkley, 2010; Wang & Perry, 2006).
Third, console and computer games usually contain less advertising for unhealthy foods than TV
fare (Leibowitz, Rosch, Ramirez, Brill, & Ohlhausen, 2012). Finally, eating and drinking high
caloric food and beverages in front of the screen might be less prevalent with video games, as most
popular sedentary video games require constant actions by both hands (Rey-Lopez, VicenteRodriguez, Biosca, & Moreno, 2008; Tomlin et al., 2014).
The Current Meta-Analysis
At present, there is no meta-analytic summary available that explicitly focuses on sedentary video
gaming and body mass. In their review, Marshall and colleagues (2004) examined media use and
body mass in general terms. Six of the studies included in their meta-analysis reported on the
relationship between video gaming and body mass, the meta-analyzed average effect of these six
studies was not significant. Video gaming has become a lot more popular since 2002 (the most
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recent publication year for studies included by Marshall et al., 2004), resulting in a large number of
new studies that have yet to be systematically summarized. The diverging results of primary studies
and the potential differences regarding mechanisms call for a new and more detailed view on the
relationship between non-active, sedentary video games – the most popular form of video games by
far – and body mass. Note that we do not focus on active video games (e.g., Wii sports or Dance
Dance Revolution), which are non-sedentary per definition, and might contribute to lower, rather
than higher body mass (Gao, Chen, Pasco, & Pope, 2015; Mack et al., 2017; Staiano, Abraham, &
Calvert, 2013). The current meta-analysis had two goals. First, we wanted to provide an estimate of
the average effect size of the relationship between body mass and video gaming that includes recent
research from the last one and a half decades. More importantly, we acknowledged several context
variables to gauge the stability of the average effect (we had no a priori hypotheses on the direction
of these effects). Second, to provide additional evidence on processes, we tested the displacement
effect of physical activity by video gaming time with the help of a meta-analytic structural equation
model (MASEM; Cheung & Hong, 2017). We hypothesized that video gaming was related to less
physical activity and physical activity was, in turn, expected to be negatively related to body mass.
Method
Meta-Analytic Database
Search process. Relevant studies published until June 2018 were identified by searching the
PsycINFO, MEDLINE, and ProQuest databases combining the search terms “obes*”, “overweight”,
“fat*”, “corpulent”, “adipos*”, “body mass”, ”body composition”, and ”weight” with “online
gam*”, “facebook gam*”, “video gam*”, and “computer gam*” (detailed information is available in
the online supplement). Grey literature, such as unpublished reports, conference proceedings, or
theses were identified in Google Scholar and ProQuest Dissertation Abstracts. Additional studies
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were retrieved from the references of all relevant reports (see Figure 1). This process resulted in 753
potentially relevant studies.
Inclusion criteria. Studies were included in the meta-analysis if they met the following
criteria: the study contained (a) a measure of body mass (i.e., body mass index, body fat percentage,
waist circumference, or subscapular skinfold thickness), (b) a measure of video game use (e.g.,
frequency or duration of video game sessions), (c) data on their zero-order relationship (or
respective statistics that could be used to approximate this relationship), and (d) the sample size.
Moreover, the language of the study report needed to be English, German, or French. The metaanalysis addressed sedentary video gaming; thus, we excluded studies on active video games such
as Wii Sports, studies that reported on screen time (which represents a mix of TV, video gaming,
and computer/Internet use), on general media use, on unspecified Internet use, or on unspecified
computer use (e.g., Hesketh, Wake, Graham, & Waters, 2007). No restrictions were placed on
country, date of publication, study design, participant age, gender, or other demographics. From a
total of 753 reports, through their titles and abstracts, we identified 160 possibly relevant reports,
and then inspected the full papers. We contacted all authors who had provided studies that could
have been eligible but contained partial relationships only (e.g., as part of a multiple regression
analysis or as adjusted odds ratios). After applying all eligibility criteria, 20 publications met our
criteria and were included in the meta-analysis (see Table S1).
Coding process. A coding protocol (see supplemental material) summarized all relevant
information including the definition of each variable, the range of potential values, and examples
for each coding step. The first author and a student assistant independently extracted the relevant
data (i.e., effect sizes, descriptive information, moderator variables) from each publication. The
focal effects were the zero-order relationships between video gaming and body mass. For analyses
on a possible mediating effect of physical activity, we also coded effects on the association between
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physical activity with body mass and video gaming. For studies that did not report respective
correlation coefficients, we extracted any relevant statistics (e.g., odds ratio) that could be
transformed into correlation coefficients. The inter-coder agreement for the coded effect sizes was
100% (Krippendorff’s, 1970, α = 1.00).
To evaluate the robustness of the meta-analytic results (including moderator analyses), we
coded several variables: (a) publication year, (b) age group, (c) gender ratio in the sample, (d) the
type of body mass measurement, (e) preexisting gender differences in body mass, and (f) indicators
for a quality assessment. Due to frequently missing information on the mean age of the sample, we
coded three age categories: children (up to 11 years old), adolescents (12 to 19 years old), and
adults (mostly undergraduates). We further coded the operationalization of video gaming and body
mass. Video gaming was coded in one of three categories: (1) time for video gaming absolute (i.e.,
hours/day), (2) subjective general intensity, and (3) frequency of gaming (i.e., number of sessions).
Because nearly all studies measured time spent with video games, this variable was not included in
our moderator analyses. The body mass measure was coded in one of six categories: (1) selfreported continuous BMI, (2) self-reported BMI that was dichotomized, (3) objective continuous
BMI, (4) objective dichotomized BMI, (5) objective continuous non-BMI measures (percent fat
mass through skinfold thickness, bioelectrical impedance analysis, or waist circumference), and (6)
dichotomized non-BMI measures. Additionally, we coded information on the association between
gender and body mass (converted into Cohen’s d). If this indicator predicted the association
between video gaming and body mass, this would have highlighted the possibility of gender
explaining the link between video gaming and body mass, given that video gaming is typically
more common in males. With a modified version of the Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative
Studies (Thomas, Ciliska, Dobbins, & Micucci, 2004) we rated each study’s quality in three
sections: selection bias, disclosure of study’s participants, and data collection methods (1 = high
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quality; 2 = medium quality; 3 = low quality). The mean of the three section ratings was computed
to form a global quality rating for each study. The respective interrater reliability between the two
coders for the global rating was α = .56. This value was based on the ratings for 29 studies,
including the studies that reported zero-order correlations (k = 20) and additional studies that
reported adjusted odds ratios (k = 9). All differences could be resolved unanimously.
Meta-Analytic Procedure
The meta-analysis was conducted following the guidelines of the Preferred Reporting Items
for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA, Moher et al., 2015) as well as standard
procedures and recommendations for the social and medical sciences (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001).
Effect size. The Pearson product moment correlation was our primary effect size. A positive
correlation coefficient indicates that more video game use (or being a video game player as
compared to not being a video game player) is associated with higher body mass. Because some
studies only reported odds ratios based on dichotomized measures (e.g., obesity groups based on
BMI; see Table S1), a total of 15 odds ratios (46.88% of all effects) were transformed into
correlations following Bonnett (2007). We decided to transform the odds ratios into correlations,
rather than the other way around, to fit the nature of a linear relationship we expected between
video gaming and body mass. This approach is prevalent in the meta-analytic literature (Gnambs &
Appel, 2018; Grekin & O’Hara, 2014; Xu, Norton, & Rahman, 2018). We further distinguished
between crude odds ratios (zero-order relationships) and adjusted odds ratios (second-order
relationships) and excluded the latter from the analysis. Adjusted odds ratios as well as partial
correlations are effect sizes that control for third variables (e.g., gender, general media use,
education, age). Typically, the control variables differ between the studies and are not comparable.
Therefore, effect sizes that adjust for different third variables reflect different partial effects and
should not be pooled in common meta-analyses (e.g., Aloe, 2015; Roth, Le, Oh, Van Iddekinge, &
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Bobko, 2018). Following a rather conservative approach (cf. Rothstein & Bushman, 2015), we
decided to include only zero-order associations into our meta-analysis. We acknowledge that
different opinions on the inclusion of adjusted odds ratios exist (cf. Aloe, Tanner-Smith, Becker, &
Wilson, 2016). As a consequence, we provide an additional analysis that includes adjusted odds
ratio data in the supplemental material. Moreover, residual analyses using the Cook’s distance (cf.
Viechtbauer & Cheung, 2010) identified one extreme effect size (i.e., an outlier) reported in
Mwaikambo, Leyna, Killewo, Simba, and Puoane (2015). Because additional analyses excluding
this effect did not result in different conclusions (see supplemental material), the effect size was
included in the reported analyses.
Univariate meta-analyses. The effect sizes were pooled using a random effects model with
a restricted maximum likelihood estimator (Viechtbauer, 2005). Because the precision of the
population effects estimated in a given sample is a function of the sample size, meta-analyses aim at
accounting for the differences in precision between samples. To account for this sampling error, the
effect sizes were weighted by the inverse of their variances. In some studies, two or more
associations between video game play and body mass were reported for one and the same sample
(e.g., scores for two video gaming measures were each correlated with BMI). In these cases, all
eligible associations were meta-analyzed. We accounted for the resulting dependencies by fitting a
three-level meta-analysis to the data (Moeyaert et al., 2017; Van den Noortgate, López-López,
Marín-Martínez, & Sánchez-Meca, 2013). The heterogeneity between studies (τ2.3) as well as
between effect sizes (τ2.2) was statistically tested using the χ2-distributed Q-statistic (Cochran, 1954)
and quantified by I2 (Higgins, Thompson, Deeks, & Altman, 2003). Moderator analyses were
performed using weighted, mixed-effects regression analyses. To evaluate the power of our metaanalysis and identify our a priori determined effects, we conducted power analyses for the pooled
fixed effect (Jackson & Turner, 2017) and the moderating effects (Hedges & Pigott, 2004). The
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meta-analytic models were estimated in R version 3.5.0 using the metafor package version 2.0-0
(Viechtbauer, 2010).
Moderator analyses. The variables for the possible moderating effects were included as
follows: publication year was centered around the mean (M = 2010.81, SD = 4.00) and included as a
continuous variable. For the age groups, the first two categories, children (up to 11 years old) and
adolescents, were each compared to adults (undergraduates or mixed samples of adults) as the
reference group. The percentage of females in the sample was centered around .50 and included in
the analysis. For possible systematic gender differences in body mass, a sample-wise estimate of
gender differences in body mass (converted into Cohen’s d) was included as a continuous variable.
Concerning the type of body mass measure, self-reported BMI (reference group) was first compared
to objective BMI, and then to objective measures like body fat percentage and waist circumference.
Additionally, we distinguished between effect sizes that were based on continuous body mass
indicators such as BMI and effect sizes that were based on a dichotomization, such as the categories
of overweight/obese or not overweight/obese. The quality indicator was also included as a
continuous variable.
Due to a lack of reported information, three missing values were present in the gender ratio
of the sample and 14 in the gender differences in body mass. Missing information on gender ratio
was estimated with 50% females. For studies that did not report estimates of gender differences in
body mass, the mean difference was chosen as the estimate.
Meta-analytic structural equation modeling (MASEM). A possible mediating effect of
physical activity was examined using MASEM following two steps (see Cheung & Hong, 2017).
First, three univariate meta-analyses were conducted that pooled either the relationship between
video gaming and body mass, between video gaming and physical activity, or between physical
activity and body mass. Then the pooled correlation matrix was subjected to a path analysis in
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metaSEM version 1.1.0 (Cheung, 2015) using a weighted least squares estimator. As suggested by
Cheung and Chan (2005), the asymptotic sampling covariance matrix of the pooled correlations was
used as weight matrix for these analyses. Two regressions resulted from this procedure: body mass
was regressed on video gaming and physical activity, and physical activity was regressed on video
gaming. The significance of the indirect effects was evaluated using likelihood-based confidence
intervals (Cheung, 2009).
Publication bias. Small-study bias was evaluated using funnel plots that visualized the
observed effect sizes depending on their standard error (Stern, Egger, & Smith, 2001). Because
smaller studies are more likely to yield negative or non-significant findings, these results have a
greater propensity of remaining unpublished and, thus, yield an asymmetric funnel plot. Funnel plot
asymmetry was investigated visually and by regressing the effect sizes on their standard errors
(Stanley & Doucouliagos, 2014). A significant result can indicate systematically missing studies
and, thus, the presence of publication bias. However, other explanations for funnel plot asymmetry
are also possible (see Lau, Ioannidis, Terrin, Schmid, & Olkin, 2006).
Benchmarks for Interpretation. Empirical effect size distributions in psychology (Bosco,
Aguinis, Signh, Field, & Pierce, 2015; Gignac & Szodorai, 2016) typically exhibit a median effect
size around r = .20 (with the 25th and 75th percentiles around .10 and .30). Therefore, effects smaller
than r = .10 can be considered small. Moreover, it is questionable whether context effects that
explain less than 1 percent in variance of participants’ health are clinically significant. We
considered meta-analytic effects of at least r = .10 as small and practically relevant, whereas effects
exceeding r = .20 were considered moderate. Similar thresholds are used to interpret moderating
effects.
Following Higgins and colleagues (2003), we view values of I2 = .25, .50, and .75 as low,
medium, and high heterogeneity, respectively. These cutoffs refer to the total heterogeneity (across
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effect sizes and samples) and will be used to evaluate whether pronounced random variance is
present. Because I2 is a relative measure of heterogeneity, it does not inform about the predicted
range of effects (Borenstein, Higgins, Hedges, & Rothstein, 2017). Therefore, we also compared the
absolute heterogeneity in our meta-analysis to an empirical distribution of 188 heterogeneity
estimates published between 1990 and 2013 in Psychological Bulletin (van Erp, Verhagen,
Grasman, & Wagenmakers, 2017). This τ2 distribution had a median of .026, with the 25th and 75th
percentiles falling at .010 and .048. Therefore, we considered these values as indicators of
moderate, small, or large heterogeneity, respectively.
Data and Code Availability
The coded data and the R scripts are provided in an online repository at osf.io/tb6un. The
repository further includes a copy of the codebook, the modified quality assessment tool, the
PRISMA checklist, and the supplemental material.
Results
Out of 20 publications with 24 samples (total N = 38,097) we included 32 effect sizes on the
relationship between video gaming and body mass in the analyses. Six studies with ten samples
reported more than one effect size, ranging from two to four effect sizes (see Table S1). The studies
represented data of 18,669 (51.69%) females and 17,450 (48.31%) males (for a total N = 36,119
with information on gender ratios). Most studies investigated children (k = 10), only five studies
investigated adolescents (k = 5) or adults (k = 5; mostly undergraduates). The mean age for studies
with information on age was 15.27 (SD = 11.35; for N = 18,004 with information on mean age).
Most studies were conducted in Europe (k = 9) and North America (k = 8); more specifically, the
samples originated from the following countries (number of studies in parenthesis): Canada (2),
France (2), Montenegro (1), Netherlands (1), New Zealand (1), Norway (1), Sweden (1), Spain (1),
Switzerland (1), Tanzania (1), Thailand (1), United Kingdom (1), and United States (6). The
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majority of the studies reported BMI as the indicator for body mass (k = 16). For video gaming,
time spent on video gaming was assessed in most primary studies (k = 16).
Univariate Meta-Analysis
Across k = 24 samples and 32 effect sizes, the unweighted mean correlation was r = .11 (SD
= .15). The average power of the included studies to identify a small effect (r = .10) or a moderate
effect (r = .20) was .56 and .75, respectively. Thus, most individual studies were underpowered to
identify the small effect that was expected based on prior research. After accounting for sampling
error, the pooled effect of the relationship between video gaming and body mass was 𝜌̂ = .09, 95%
CI [.03, .14] (Table 1). Hence, higher video gaming was positively associated with higher body
mass. The power of the meta-analysis to identify a small or moderate effect was .98 and 1.00,
respectively. This relationship was significant (α = .05), but there remained significant total
heterogeneity, Q (31) = 593.03, p < .001, I² = 95.13. This heterogeneity resulted mostly from
differences between the studies, I2.3 = 84.16, σ2.3 = .014, rather than between the effect sizes, I2.2 =
10.97, σ2.2 = .002. Thus, about 84% of the observed variance in the effect sizes could be attributed
to differences between the samples (e.g., participant characteristics, study procedures) rather than
sampling error. However, the absolute heterogeneity estimate, σ2 = .016, can be considered small to
moderate as compared to typical meta-analyses in psychology (van Erp et al., 2017). Nevertheless,
the observed heterogeneity underscored a need for further moderator analyses.
Moderator Analyses
To address the high heterogeneity between the effect sizes, we conducted additional
analyses to examine the robustness of our findings (see Table 2). We included the following
variables: (a) publication year, (b) age group, (c) gender ratio in the sample, (d) the type of body
mass measurement, (e) gender differences in body mass, and (f) an indicator for a quality
assessment. The moderator variables were included simultaneously in the moderator model due to
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significant intercorrelations. We further conducted single moderator analyses that showed very
similar results. These analyses along with correlations between the moderator variables are
presented in the supplemental material.
The omnibus test for all moderators in the model was not significant, F(9, 22) = 1.60, p =
.176, R² = .27. Yet, we found a significant moderation for the age groups; the omnibus test for age
was χ2 (df = 2) = 6.56, p = .038. Compared to adults, adolescents showed a significantly lower
relationship between video gaming and body mass, B = -.21, 95% CI [-.38, -.04] for the moderation
effect. The corresponding moderation effect for children versus adults was not significant, B = -.13,
95% CI [-.30, .04]; however, the test had a limited power to identify a medium (Power = .74) or
small moderating effect (Power = .26). For adolescents the pooled effect was 𝜌̂ = .01, 95% CI [.21, .23] and, for children, the effect was 𝜌̂ = .09, 95% CI [-.07, .25], whereas adults showed an
effect of 𝜌̂ = .22, 95% CI [.04, .40]. For adults, this effect size indicates an increase of 0.22
standard deviations in body mass when video gaming increases by one standard deviation. Thus,
our meta-analysis of zero-order relationships points out markedly different associations between
video gaming and body mass for different age groups. Consistent with a previous meta-analytic
summary by Marshall and colleagues (2004), we identified no significant association between video
gaming and body mass among youth up to 18 years of age. Extending the previous meta-analytic
evidence, we did, however, identify a significant association among adult samples.
Apart from the age group effect, the year of publication, the gender ratio in the sample, as
well as gender differences in body mass had no significant influence on the relationship between
video gaming and body mass. Moreover, the type of body mass measure, self-reported BMI versus
objective measures like body fat percentage, and continuous versus dichotomous variables, as well
as the quality of the studies showed no significant impact on our findings.
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Because studies with small sample sizes or non-significant effects are often not published,
we examined the funnel plot for a potential publication bias. The funnel plot (see supplemental
material) was widely symmetric and the test for funnel plot asymmetry was not significant, B = 0.58, SE = 1.43, t(30) = -0.41, p = .686. Thus, there was no indication for a substantial publication
bias.
Mediating Role of Physical Activity (MASEM Analysis)
We expected the amount of physical activity to mediate the effect of video gaming on body
mass. Three univariate meta-analyses were conducted that quantified the associations between
video gaming, body mass, and physical activity (Table 1). The pooled effect for the relationship
between video gaming and body mass was previously estimated as 𝜌̂ = .09. The relationship
between body mass and physical activity was estimated over k1 = 11 independent samples with k2 =
37 effect sizes. The pooled effect was significant with 𝜌̂ = −.08, 95% CI [-.15, -.01]. Higher
physical activity was associated with lower body mass. However, for k1 = 4 independent samples
with k2 = 14 effect sizes, the average relationship between video gaming and physical activity was
only marginally significant (p = .074) with 𝜌̂ = −.08, 95% CI [-0.17, 0.01]. This result should be
interpreted with caution because of the small sample of primary studies.
Based on these pooled correlations, we estimated the mediation model presented in Figure 2.
In line with the univariate meta-analyses, video gaming (B = .08, 95% CI [.02, .14]) and physical
activity (B = -.07, 95% CI [-.14, -.00]) had significant associations with body mass, whereas video
gaming showed only a marginally significant main effect on physical activity (B = -.08, 95% CI [.16, .00]). The respective indirect effect was B = .01, 95% CI [.00, .02] and, thus, explained only 7
percent of the total effect of video gaming on body mass. These results suggest only a very modest
displacement of physical activity through time spent on video gaming. Because of the small number
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of samples, the results of this MASEM analysis need to be interpreted as preliminary, until they
have been replicated with larger samples.
Discussion
In many regions worldwide stereotypes connect video gaming to overweight and obesity
(Kowert, Griffith, & Oldmeadow, 2012). At the same time intense video gaming has been discussed
in the scientific literature as contributing to higher body mass. Much of the available evidence on
the link between media use and body mass is based on measures of general screen time (including
TV use, gaming, and other computer-based activities), or TV use alone (cf. Marshall et al., 2004).
We identified potential differences between TV and video games regarding mechanisms underlying
the link to body mass, and we conducted a meta-analysis of cross-sectional, non-experimental
studies. We summarized the available evidence on the relationship between non-active video
gaming and body mass, excluding studies in which video game use was mingled with other screenbased activities. Our aim was to identify the magnitude of this association, and to take a closer look
at several context variables as part of moderator analyses. Moreover, (reduced) physical activity
was investigated as a potential mediator that might account for this relationship.
We found a significant positive relationship between video gaming and body mass (𝜌̂ =
.09). Individuals who spend more time with sedentary video games exhibit a higher body mass.
Although this relationship was significant, the correlation was rather small in size, that is, less than
1% of an individual’s body mass can be explained by the time spent with video gaming. This
association was quite stable across a range of context variables. Out of seven investigated
moderators, only age group turned out to be a significant moderator. Among studies that focused on
adolescents and children, video gaming and body mass were not significantly correlated, whereas a
significant relationship was identified for adult samples.
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This meta-analytic result provides a substantial addition to the literature and points out the
importance of age (and potentially birth cohort). With respect to age and gaming, as of 2018,
around 90% of teens in Western societies play video games (Anderson & Jiang, 2018, for US data),
whereas the percentage of young adults playing video games is substantially lower (60% of 18-29
year olds in the US, Brown, 2017). Video gaming appears to be a transient activity for many (cf.
Rothmund, Klimmt, & Gollwitzer, 2018). In addition, the mechanisms underlying an increase in
body mass operate long-term, rather than short-term. Thus, associations likely manifest themselves
after a longer time-span of video gaming, leading to a higher likelihood of substantial correlations
at an adult age. The size of the relationship for adults (𝜌̂ = .22) is noteworthy. It is similar to effect
sizes often found in applied psychological research. The average empirical association between
attitudes and behavior, for example, revolves around r = .16 (Bosco et al., 2015).
Based on the available information in the primary studies, we conducted a MASEM to test
an indirect effect of physical activity. We found a significant indirect effect, indicating that people
who spend more time with video games exercised less and therefore had higher body mass (Figure
2). Because of the small number of included studies this result can only be interpreted as a hint to a
possible indirect effect.
Limitations and Future Research
As meta-analyses are highly dependent on the quality of the available primary studies, there
are some limitations to mention within this meta-analysis. First, many primary studies included
different control variables: some studies acknowledged variables like age and gender, other studies
included socioeconomic status or education level in addition to age and gender, while other studies
controlled for specific variables like physical activity and energy intake. Because the choice of
control variables results in different partial effects for the association between video gaming and
body mass, we followed prevalent recommendations (Aloe, 2015; Roth et al., 2018; Rothstein &
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Bushman, 2015) and focused on unadjusted effect sizes reflecting zero-order relationships.
Although this allowed us to pool similar effects across studies, the analysis of zero-order
associations could obfuscate the systematic influence of third variables. In primary studies,
adjusting associations from the influence of control variables (such as gender) likely reduces the
size of the focal association. Thus, we would expect smaller associations in a meta-analysis based
on adjusted effect sizes. Supplementary analyses were conducted in which additional studies that
reported adjusted effect sizes were included (see Table S3). However, the average association
remained virtually unchanged. Second, the primary studies our analysis was based on are crosssectional studies that do not allow causal interpretations. Is it the amount of time spent with nonactive video games that causes weight gain or do people with higher body mass play video games
more intensively because of lower physical fitness? This question cannot be answered by our
findings. Nevertheless, a significant correlation is the minimum requirement for causality.
Available longitudinal studies point to an effect of screen time on body mass rather than an effect of
existing overweight on screen time later on (Berkey et al., 2002; Gordon-Larsen, Adair, & Popkin,
2002). Even though there is evidence for sedentary behavior to influence weight gain, the effect
sizes in these longitudinal studies, as well as in our meta-analytic summary, are rather small. Thus,
the association between non-active video gaming and body mass needs serious attention without
scandalizing headlines by the popular press. Third, our meta-analysis identified some heterogeneity
between the primary studies. Although we conducted moderator analyses, these explained only part
of the between-study variance. Thus, additional factors our meta-analysis could not elucidate seem
to have influenced the observed gaming-body mass association. This includes the actual games and
genres that are preferred by gamers (too few studies provided such information). Games or even
genres may differ in several potentially relevant characteristics, such as the stress evoked or ingame food advertising (cf. Terlutter & Capella, 2013). Very few studies reported separate effect
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sizes for men and women, therefore moderator analyses regarding the influence of participants’
gender were based on the proportion of female participants in a given sample.
Fourth, several mechanisms have been discussed as underlying the video game-body mass
association. Our results indicated that physical activity might be a mediating factor. However,
because of the small effect, other mediators such as reduced sleep due to computer gaming prior to
bedtime (e.g., Kuss & Griffiths, 2012; Sun, Sekine, & Kagamimori, 2009) need to be examined in
the future. Last, it is likely that our set of primary studies does not include all of the empirical
findings on video gaming and body mass. Although we followed the recommended literature search
process and searched directly for unpublished data, our meta-analysis did not include grey
literature. However, our analysis of a possible publication bias indicated no systematically missing
studies.
Our literature search revealed that empirical research on the link between playing non-active
video games and obesity is quite rare. Much of the research in the field is focused on TV use or no
distinction between different screen media is made. In contrast to the rather little attention that nonactive video games received, research on active video games has prospered in recent years (cf. Gao
et al., 2015). Given the high popularity of sedentary video games for boys and girls, men and
women (the unprecedented popularity of the battle royale game Fortnite is a point in case), nonactive video gaming deserves more scholarly attention.
Conclusion
This meta-analysis investigated the relationship between non-active (sedentary) video
gaming and body mass, contributing to the research literature on the behavioral correlates of
overweight and obesity. We identified a small significant correlation between video gaming and
body mass overall. This relationship was qualified by participants’ age. The focal association was
identified for adult samples, but there was no significant association for samples of children or
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adolescents. Based on a smaller subset of primary studies, we found a small indirect effect on body
mass, indicating a displacement of physical activity by video gaming. In summary, sedentary video
gaming is only weakly associated with body mass, physical activity might play a mediating role,
and the relationship varies with participants’ age.
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Table 1. Univariate Meta-Analyses

Heterogeneity

Average Effect

k1/k2

N

Effect
Size (ρ)

95% CI

(df)
t

p

Q

df
(Q)

p

I2.3

I2.2

σ2.3

σ2.2

Video Gaming and
Body Mass

20/32

38,097

0.086

[.026; .145]

(31)
2.94

.006

593.03

31

<.001

84.16

10.97

.014

.002

4/14

3,864

-0.080

[-.168; .009]

(13)
-1.95

.074

47.44

13

<.001

36.26

38.63

.003

.004

11/37

20,582

-0.077

[-.143; -.010]

(36)
-2.27

.029

765.51

36

< .001

12.66

83.35

.003

.021

Video Gaming and
Physical Activity

Physical Activity
and
Body Mass

Notes. k1 = Number of studies; k2 = Number of effect sizes; I2.3 = level 3 heterogeneity between studies, I2.2 = level 2 heterogeneity
between effect sizes σ2.3 = level 3 variance between studies, σ2.2 = level 2 variance between effect sizes.
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Table 2. Moderator Analyses
Variable

B

95% CI

SE

t

p

Powers

Powerm

Intercept

.30

[-.07, .66]

.18

1.66

.111

Publication Yeara

.01

[-.00, .03]

.01

1.66

.112

.93

>.99

Adults vs. Childrenc,d

-.13

[-.30, .04]

.08

-1.61

.122

.26

.74

Adults vs. Adolescentsc,d

-.21

[-.38, -.04]

.08

-2.54

.019

.24

.71

Gender ratio in sample

.01

[-.08, .10]

.04

0.21

.834

.92

>.99

Gender differences in body
mass

.04

[-.60, .68]

.31

0.11

.910

.77

>.99

Self-reported BMI vs
objective BMIc,e

.05

[-.08, .18]

.06

0.84

.410

.38

.91

Self-reported BMI vs.
other measuresc,e

.06

[-.11, .23]

.08

0.77

.449

.20

.60

Continuous vs. dichotomous
body mass measuresc,f

.02

[-.13, .16]

.07

0.26

.797

.31

.83

Study Quality Index

-.07

[-.25, .11]

.09

-0.80

.434

.79

>.99

Age Group

a,b

Body Mass Measure

σ2.3 / σ2.2
k1 / k2
2

R

0.009 / 0.003
20/ 32
.27

Note. All moderators were included simultaneously; σ2.3 = level 3 variance between studies, σ2.2 = level 2
variance between effect sizes; R2 = Proportion of explained random variance; k1 = Number of studies; k2 =
Number of effect sizes; Power = Power to identify a small (r = .10) or medium effect (r = .20); a centered; b
percentage females; c dummy coding; d reference group = adults; e reference group = self-reported BMI; f
reference group = continuous measures.
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Notes. a no results on relevant associations, missing information or associations controlled for third
variables. b only indicators for screen time, computer use, or video gaming mixed with other media
uses (e.g., internet use). c focus on active video games, eating behavior, weight loss intervention,
health communication. d theoretical papers and reviews

Figure 1. Flowchart of the literature search process.
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Figure 2. Meta-analytic structural equation model (MASEM). Standardized regression
parameters are presented. *p < .05

